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Summary
3D Mobile Mapping is a new division of

Several digital channels were used to promote

Leica Geosystems, as well as a cutting-edge

the content including social media (paid and

technology used for surveying and mapping

unpaid), programmatic advertising, Google

difficult-to-access landscapes. The Think

Display advertising and native advertising.

Tank was briefed to deliver awareness of the
technology, the brand and products to defined
construction, utilities, infrastructure and design
audiences across 11 countries. The main goals
were to build awareness through interaction
and generate sales leads.
A content marketing approach was developed
that included knowledge pieces explaining the
technology and opportunities, alongside case

The concept communicated the ways that the
technology ‘enabled’ the user in a variety of
ways: to understand more about their project,
to be more profitable and to achieve better
outcomes.
The campaign resulted in very high levels of
engagement and interaction as shown in the
stats below:

studies for specific audience sectors.

Almost

30m

Impressions

More than

51,000

More than

4,000

Clicks

Downloads and
Contacts

Average
Conversion Rate

Returning
Visitors

7.8%

Page Views

90,458

12.4%
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Leica Geosystems

Strategy

Revolutionising the world of measurement and

3D Mobile Mapping is a new industry segment

survey for nearly 200 years, Leica Geosystems

driven by technological developments. The

(LGS) is the industry leader in measurement

opportunities presented by this technology are

and information technologies. Known for

not widely known by target audiences and

innovative product and solution development,

LGS is a leader in the development of solutions

professionals in a diverse range of industries

that deliver efficiencies and higher levels of

— such as surveying and engineering, building

productivity.

and heavy construction, safety and security,
and power and plant — trust LGS for all their
geospatial needs.

The strategy was to raise awareness of the
technology through education of the market,
communicating applications, opportunities,
implications and benefits. In doing so LGS
would be positioned as the go-to expert in the
field with quality sales leads being generated
from download registrations.
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Objectives of the Campaign
The goal of the campaign was to raise

This plan was devised to ensure that the

awareness of the technology across 11 key

Leica brand was synonymous with 3D Mobile

territories, communicating the expertise

Mapping through the widespread positioning of

that LGS offers and capturing data for

the brand alongside engaging content across a

lead generation.

range of digital channels delivering more than

The overarching concept was based upon

30 million impressions and 51,000 clicks.

‘Enabling Understanding’. This communicated

Eye-catching and interesting creative

the way the technology

encouraged interaction and once on the

enabled new understanding
of environments through
3D visualisation, as well

ENABLING
UNDERSTANDING

The content-based campaign explained and
demonstrated the technology through articles

presented with a range
of content on a ‘Stories’
page. This included articles

as enabling improved
productivity and better outcomes.

LSG website visitors were

introducing 3D Mobile Mapping and
digitising environments alongside high-profile
case studies.

and case studies, engaging audiences and

This successful campaign had a wider impact

leading to data capture. To reach a wide

upon LGS with an uplift in contacts and

audience the content was promoted across

downloads across other products and solutions,

several digital channels, including programmatic

with returning visitors increasing 60% year-on-

advertising, native advertising, paid and unpaid

year and an additional 16,000 visits in the six

social and remarketing.

weeks post-campaign.
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Example Campaign Content Pieces
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The Target Audience

Campaign Visuals

The target audience was broad, including
several industry sectors. Relevant case studies
were developed to target these key verticals,
demonstrating application and opportunities.
Sectors: Construction, Utilities, Infrastructure,
Design, Civil Engineering, City Planning and
Government.
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Media, Channels and Techniques Used
A content hub on the LGS website formed the

Programmatic Advertising: a series of

Google Remarketing: Google Display

LinkedIn InMail: following on from and

central point for the campaign and interaction

three campaigns, focussing upon individual case

Network used to retarget those that had

supporting sponsored updates, personalised

from various digital channels. The challenge

studies, over three months. Animated and static

previously engaged online displaying advertising

InMail was sent to target audiences, expanding

was to reach a diverse audience across a total

banner advertising positioned using contextual

that featured products used in case studies.

upon the case study communication and

of 11 countries.

targeting and third-party data to reach

The activity was phased to prospect,
encourage secondary interaction and also
retarget individuals, building awareness and
engagement. Channels included:

audiences across digital media. Optimised by
click-through rates, media choice, bounce rates
and conversions. Supported by remarketing
with product banner advertising.
Native Advertising: case study and

LinkedIn Sponsored Updates: highly

encouraging secondary engagement.

targeted promotion of content through

Social Media Channels: content was

sponsored updates, driving traffic back to

promoted across LGS social media channels

case studies.

including LinkedIn, Facebook, Instagram and
Twitter, ensuring wider interaction with content
and reaching out to LGS converts.

educational content promoted across digital
media in the format of an article. Optimised for
actions, bounce rate, media and content type.
A series of 30 ads were shown and optimised
across each country. Supported by remarketing
activity using product-based content.
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Case Study Banner Advertising
Product Remarketing
Banner Advertising
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Stories Web Pages

https://leica-geosystems.com/products/mobile-sensor-platforms/stories-insights
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Results

Client Testimonial

As this was a digital campaign, results were

“The Think Tank was tasked with creating a

and subsequent lead generation, not only for

obtained from individual platforms and cross-

campaign that raised the profile of mobile 3D

mobile mapping but also across a wide range of

referenced using Google Analytics. All actions

mapping solutions globally, educating audiences

other Leica Geosystems products.

were logged by tracking pixels and unique

on the benefits, applications and implications of

campaign URLs, with Eloqua used for data

this new technology, as well as promoting the

capture. Leads were then qualified by

Leica Geosystems solutions.

sales teams.
Impressions: 30m
Clicks: 51,000
Downloads and contact 			
forms completed: >4,000
Page views: 90,458

as from concept to execution it was innovative,
successful and truly engaging, delivering

The strategy developed met our objectives,

interaction beyond expectations and providing

with a strong communication of ‘Enabling

us with additional customer insights through

Understanding’, and was based upon content

detailed analytics reporting.”

delivery and prospect engagement, whilst also
encouraging secondary interaction and lead
generation through remarketing.

Viviana Fuso
Industry Marketing Programs Manager
Central Marketing Communication

The campaign provided Leica Geosystems with
wide exposure for our solutions, educating

Average conversion rate: 7.8%

audiences on their benefits. It reached a global

Returning visitors: 12.4%

audience efficiently and delivered a significant

Increase in returning visitors year-

The campaign is worthy of winning an award

level of internet traffic, interaction with content

on-year post campaign: 60%
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